
Birmingham Air National Guard Station, Birmingham, Alabama 
117th Air Refueling Wing 

A Closer Look at the Tanker MCI 

The MCI criteria used by the Air Force to evaluate a KC-135 tanker base are flawed. This proposal 
is an attempt to bring clarity to that argument by recommending an alternative method of assessing 
KC- 135 capability. 

In the course of reviewing this and other arguments, should anyone on the BRAC committee 
become convinced that the criteria for scoring a base's military value was indeed flawed, may we 
add the following: it was this same process that placed many bases on DoD's list and therefore put 
these units in a very difficult position of defending themselves against what may come. Once on 
the list, it is a grave and difficult climb to get off no matter what the reason. In comparison, if a 
base that should have been on the list escaped it due to a flawed evaluation of its worth, they have 
very little to worry about. The burden of proof rests entirely upon those units who have found 
themselves on the list, deserved or not deserved. 

It is for this reason that we sincerely hope that the BRAC Committee will take a serious and 
thoughtful look at the alternate methods we have presented. We believe that military value should 
be the ovemding factor in determining realignment and closure actions. Lf it is, our base will be 
flying tanker aircraft for the US Air Force for a very long time. 

All of us at the Birmingham Air National Guard Station sincerely appreciate the time and effort of 
the BRAC committee as they look into this matter. 

Sincerely, 

The Men and Women of the 117th Air Refueling Wing 

DCN: 6377



TANKER MCI: KC-135 

NOTE: What follows is a suggested MCI criteria for a KC-135 base. It does NOT consider the 
KC-10. The KC-10 should be a separate MCI because, even though it is a Tanker, it is a very 
different aircraft from the KC-135 and has very different requirements. 

ATTRIBUTE: Key Mission Infrastructure 
LABEL: Airfield Capability to Support the Tanker Mission 
EFFECTIVE %: 51.00 
QUESTION: Determine the airfield's capability to support KC-135 takeoffs by assessing the 
maximum takeoff weight the base can support under average hot weather (worst case) conditions. 
SOURCE: FLIP IFR Supplement, KC-135R FSAS Calculator (Takeoff Data Calculation 
Program), U.S. National Climactic Data Center Web Library 

1. Check the dimension of all serviceable runways that support the installation. Check the 
TI' (Twin Tandem) weight bearing. ca~acity of all serviceable runways that support the installation. 

A. If the runway is not serviceable, it is not considered and gets 0 points. 
B. If the runway is less than 7,000 feet long, it is not considered and gets 0 points. 
C. If the runway is less than 147 feet wide, it is not considered and gets 0 points. 
D. If the TI' weight bearing capacity is less than 250,000 pounds, it is not considered 

and gets 0 points. 
2. For any runway remaining after considering #1 above, determine that runway's suitability for 
KC-135 operations using the Air Force FSAS Calculator Pronram for the KC- 135R as follows: 

A. Determine the average summertime high temperature for the airfield. This is obtained from 
the National Climactic Data Center at www.ncdc.noaa.gov. Use the average high 
temperature for the period 1 Jun - 3 1 Aug for the airfield in question. If the airfield is not 
listed, use the closest city for which data is available. 

B. Using max-effort criteria, determine the KC-135R maximum takeoff weight for each 
suitable runway. Use the following inputs and round the result to the nearest 1,000 pounds: 

i. TRT, 30-MAX, AIC=OFF, CG=28% MAC, NO WIND, NON-EWO 
ii. RWY AVBL = RWY LENGTH - 200 feet (static takeoff) . . . 

111. TEMP = value from 2A above 
iv. PA = Field Elevation 
v. NOTE: If the data for a particular runway produces a takeoff capability that is 

greater than that runway's weight bearing capacity, then the weight bearing 
capacity will be reported as the maximum takeoff weight. 

3. Calculate a score for each runway at the installation as follows: 
A. If the maximum takeoff weight is 322,500 pounds, award 100 points. 
B. If the maximum takeoff weight is 250,000 pounds, award 10 points. 
C. If the maximum takeoff weight is less than 250,000 pounds, award 0 points. 
D. Otherwise, pro-rate the score on a 10 to 100 point scale to determine the points awarded. 

The overall score is the highest score received by any one runwav. 



RATIONALE: WHY THIS CRITERION IS A BETTER ALTERNATIVE. 

Considering Runway Length and Weight Bearing Capacity: The criteria the Air Force used 
considered runway length and weight bearing capacity separately. The results are ~otentiallv 
catastrophic since a base received credit separately for the runwav that scored highest in each 
category. Considering this, what use is a runway that can support the maximum takeoff weight of 
the aircraft if it isn't long enough to allow a takeoff at that gross weight? Likewise, what use is a 
runway of any length if it isn't stressed to support the weight of the airplane? Unfortunately, the 
Air Force MCI allowed precisely this to happen by considering these issues separately and 
awarding value based upon the runway that scored the highest in each, even if it was two different 
runways. 

The criteria we have vrovosed reverses this by considering these items together. This way, a base 
will be evaluated on actual verformance capability. 

Considering Runway Dimension: According to Air Force regulation, the minimum runway length 
for KC-135 operations is 7,000 feet. This is an absolute minimum. It must be emphasized that the 
KC- 135 is very different from most other heavy aircraft in that it does not possess leading edge 
high-lift devices (slats). Because of this, it must accelerate to a significantly higher takeoff speed 
than most other "heavies" just to get airborne. This is why runway length becomes exponentially 
important as the takeoff gross weight goes up. Regrettably, this is only the beginning of the story. 

The AF Tanker MCI only looked at runway length, width, and weight bearing capacity. While 
these three items are important, they do not and cannot stand alone. The effects of temperature and 
pressure altitude are enormously important and must also be considered. Persistent hot weather and 
high field elevation, in particular, erode the takeoff performance of the aircraft very, very quickly. 
For example, a near-sea level, 9,000-foot runway in the east provides acceptable KC-135 
performance year-round, but the same runway in the desert southwest, or at the high altitudes of the 
northwest provides very little operational capability on all but the coldest days. So how is it 
possible to give fair and appropriate credit to an airfield in the east with a shorter runway, but 
excellent capability to support the mission? Fortunately, this is an easy problem to solve. 

Using the alternate criteria we have presented, all of these items are easily and accurately taken into 
account. By running actual takeoff data using Air Force approved software and relevant, average 
airfield conditions, a frank and honest portrait of a base's capability to support KC-135 operations 
will be realized. 

Considering Points Awarded: The Air Force Tanker MCI weighted runway length very low 
toward a base's overall military value, preferring instead a weighting four times as great toward 
"proximity to airspace." This is extraordinarily unfortunate and is not compatible with the 
fundamental nature of the tanker mission. What is important is not our proximity to airspace, but 
our ability to reach the airspace of the receiver units to off-load the required fuel at the scheduled 
time. 

The criteria we have set forth changes this weighting dramatically. It first combines the Air Force's 
MCI categories of Pavements Quality (14.53%) and Runway Dimension (9.55%) into a new 
category called Airfield Capability to Support the Tanker Mission (We have already established in 
earlier arguments why these two be considered together). The weighting has also been 



adjusted, from a combined 24.08% to a new majority weighting of 51%. To adjust for this in the 
overall equation, the near 40% weighting previously given to airspace has been reallocated (more 
on that later). 

The 5 1 % weighting suggested for mission capability is the singularly most important aspect of 
performing the tanker mission. A base could have the lowest utilities and living expense costs in 
the nation, all the hangars and fuel storage needed, and ample ramp space, but without an adequate 
runway, it's all meaningless. Even if a base scores verv highly in all other areas, building a longer 
runway is no casual matter-it takes years just to complete the environmental impact study, let alone 
build it. In today's environment, hangars and ramps are easy and inexpensive to build compared to 
runways, and existing runways are all the more valuable if they're long enough. 

As for takeoff gross weight capability, these new criteria were based on raw mission capability. To 
have any meaningful deployment or operational capability, a base needs to be able to get the aircraft 
off the ground at an absolute minimum gross weight of 250,000 pounds on an average summer day. 
This allows for enough fuel weight to reach the European theater with required reserves and still 
carry enough passengers or cargo to make the mission worthwhile. If the airfield does not have 
sufficient runway to support a 250,000 pound takeoff on at least most summer days, it's going to 
take a serious investment in base infrastructure to give the base this kind of capability. Moreover, 
operationally speaking, 250,000 pounds is on the side. Meaningful, but minimally so, and 
hence its weighting at the bottom of the scale. 

ATTRIBUTE: Key Mission Infrastructure 
LABEL: Airfield Ramp Pavement QualityIUtility for the Tanker Mission 
EFFECTIVE % : 10.00 
QUESTION: Determine the available ramp space at the airfield and assess its suitability to support 
KC-135 operations. 
SOURCE: FLIP; AFCESA Pavement Evaluation/Condition Report/Survey; Existing Record 
Drawings or Physical Verification; Base Real Property Records 

1. For this attribute and label, only consider bases that received at least some points under the 
category "Airfield Capability to Support the Tanker Mission." If the airfield received zero points in 
"Capability to Support the Tanker Mission," it receives zero points in this category also. 

2. Look at the installation's available aircraft parking areas and the weight bearing capacity of 
each. Consider a hangar capable of holding a KC-135 as a parking space. Assess how many spaces 
are capable of parking a KC-135 at the following gross weights: 

A. Parking Space A = Number of parking spaces suitable up to 250,000 pounds. 
B. Parking Space B = Number of parking spaces suitable for more than 250,000 pounds but 

less than 285,000 pounds. 
C. Parking Space C = Number of parking spaces suitable for more than 285,000 pounds and 

up to the maximum of 322,500 pounds. 

3. Weight the three categories above as follows: 
A. Quantity A = (# of Category A Spaces) x 0.20 
B. Quantity B = (# of Category B Spaces) x 0.75 



C. Quantity C = (# of Category C Spaces) x 1 .OO 

4. Add the quantities A, B, and C from (3) above. This is the base's Raw Score. 

5. If the base under consideration is a Guard or Reserve installation, or forecasted to be, score as 
follows: 

A. If the Raw Score is 16 or greater, award 100 points. 
B. If the Raw Score is less than 8, award 0 points. 
C. If the Raw Score is 8, award 25 points. 
D. If the Raw Score is between 8 and 16, prorate on a scale from 25 to 100 points. 

6. If the base under consideration is an Active Duty installation, or forecast to be, score as follows: 
A. If the Raw Score is 36 or greater, award 100 points. 
B. If the Raw Score is less than 12, award 0 points. 
C. If the Raw Score is 12, award 25 points. 
D. If the Raw Score is between 12 and 36, prorate on a scale from 25 to 100 points. 

RATIONALE: WHY THIS CRITERIA IS A BETTER ALTERNATIVE 

1. In the Air Force Tanker MCI, the Air Force looked for two things when it came to ramp space: 
massive quantities (weighted at 7.89%) and the ability to park six C-17s (weighted at 1.65%). 
Consider the following two key points: 

A. A massive quantity of ramp space can be important, but is it euuallv imvortant for even  
airfield? The problem is that Guard and Reserve bases, which provide huge infrastructure 
cost savings by using shared facilities, never get credit for this under the criteria the Air 
Force used. Ramp space was ramp space, more was better, and that was that. By assessing 
the Guard and Reserve differently where ramp space is concerned, these bases will receive 
some credit for their cost savings while not being penalized for potentially unused ramp 
space. 

B. The Air Force MCI criteria considered separately the ability to host C-17s as an additional 
ramp space qualifier. Considered alone, this seemed like a valid argument, but the problem 
is that to evaluate it in this way ignores the "C" in "KC." When Tankers deploy, they carry 
their own cargo and passengers with them. In fact, there have been numerous deployments 
where Tankers have carried fighter personnel and equipment in addition to their own 
necessities (Operation DESERT FOX is an example). The ability to host up to six C-17s, 
while a valid statement of military value for some bases (such as bases shared with Army 
personnel or security forces facilities), is not directly contributing to Tanker bases. This 
attribute would be a good opportunity to selectively apply the "military judgment" that we 
have seen applied in other areas, or perhaps to break a tie between two bases that are 
otherwise equal. 



ATTRIBUTE: Geo-locational Factors 
LABEL: Homeland Defense -- Proximity to Major Population Centers 
EFFECTIVE % : 5.00 
QUESTION: Evaluate the base's ability to respond to a major terrorist attack in the United States 
by assessing the base's proximity to major population centers. 
SOURCE: PFPS 1 Falconview 

1. Determine the base's distance in nautical miles from the following 17 major population centers 
(for consistency, use the geographic center of the major airport serving that city for all 
measurements): New York, Boston, Chicago, Washington D.C., Atlanta, Orlando, Miami, 
Houston, Dallas-Ft. Worth, St. Louis, Minneapolis, Denver, Phoenix, Las Vegas, Los Angeles, 
San Francisco, Seattle. 

2. For each city: 
-- If the distance is 300nm or less, award 3 points. 
-- If the distance is > 300nm but I 600nm, award 2 points. 
-- If the distance is > 600nm but I 1,00Onm, award 1 point. 
-- If the distance is > 1,00Onm, award 0 points. 

3. Total all points earned for each base. Specify the base with the highest and the lowest score. 

4. Award the base with the highest score 100 points. Award the base with the lowest non-zero 
score 50 points. Prorate remaining bases on a 50 to 100 point scale. 

RATIONALE: WHY THIS IS IMPORTANT 

1. In sworn testimony before the BRAC commission since the report was released a few weeks ago, 
Governors, Senators, Congressmen, and the BRAC Commission have expressed shock and disbelief 
that Homeland Security was apparently not part of the Pentagon's BRAC considerations. 

Case in point: Due to the actions of past BRAC recommendations, we have assets operating in a 
deployed status right here in the United States, right now, providing Homeland Defense to 
geographic areas that no longer have a base close by. Why do this again if you don't have to? 

2. The criteria set forth above for measuring a base's military value is crucial for any Homeland 
Defense scenario. Fighter aircraft, whether launched for air defense or observation, have precious 
little staying power without a tanker. Since the most likely place for the assets to be placed is one 
of the cities listed (one could argue for putting more on the list), it is important for the tanker to be 
able to reach those cities in a reasonable amount of time and with a useful amount of fuel to offload. 
When considered alongside "Capability to Support the Tanker Mission," the criteria we have 
presented evaluate precisely that. 



ATTRIBUTE: Geo-locational Factors 
LABEL: Proximity to Receiver Units 
EFFECTIVE %: 9.00 
QUESTION: Evaluate the base's proximity to military units that need tankers to train and operate. 
Consider any base that directly supports an aircraft with a receiver air refueling mission. 
SOURCE: List of Air Force installations and their assigned aircraft; PFPS 1 Falconview 

1. Using PFPSIFalconView, determine the base's distance in nautical miles from receiver unit 
installations. Consider any Air Force base that operates the A- 10, F-15, F- 16, F-22, F-117, B-1, 
B-2, or B-52 aircraft. Also consider any base hosting the E-3. Consider any base hosting the C-5, 
C- 17, or C- 141. For the C-130, only consider units that fly air refuelable models (MC, AC, and EC 
models). Also consider any KC-10 base and any base operating the receiver version of the KC-135. 
Refueling with Navy aircraft tends to be a relatively isolated event spread across many units and 
need not be considered. 

2. For each receiver base considered: 
-- If the distance is 300nm or less, award 3 points. 
-- If the distance is > 300nm but I 600nm, award 2 points. 
-- If the distance is > 600nm but I 1,00Onm, award 1 point. 
-- If the distance is > 1,00Onm, award 0 points. 

3. Total all points earned for each base. Specify the base with the highest and the lowest score. 

4. Award the base with the highest score 100 points. Award the base with the lowest non-zero 
score 50 points. Prorate remaining bases on a 50 to 100 point scale. 

RATIONALE: WHY THIS IS IMPORTANT 

1. The Air Force's recommendations gave a near 40% weighting to proximity to training airspace. 
While this weighting by itself shows little consideration of how tankers operate and what their 
limitations are based upon, this was only the beginning of the story. The data, which amounted to 
nearly half of a base's score, were dreadfully slanted to favor some units over others because a base 
only received credit for proximity to published tracks with an " A R  designation. This is a mave 
disservice toward some tanker bases because they svend vast amounts of their training time 
suvvorting essential fighter and AWACS training in MOAs and Warning Areas. This problem is 
spelled out in precise detail in my earlier argument. 

2. By looking at proximity to receiver units instead, the criteria we have presented more accurately 
portray a base's military value toward the tanker mission. Unlike fighter training airspace, which is 
constantly under attack from everyone from the FAA to environmentalist groups, air refueling 
airspace is small by comparison and is far more easily coordinated when needed. Because of this, 
and because so much refueling is handled in other types of airspace, consideration should be given 
to one of two scenarios: 

A. Since refueling airspace is driven by the receiver unit (not the tanker), consider a base's 
proximity to receiver units instead of proximity to "AR" airspace. This is the objective 
scenario that is easiest to consider and the one that I have suggested. 



B. If dissatisfied with the criteria in "A" above, then at the very least consider the base's 
proximity to all of the airs~ace that is used for air refueling everyday. Run the data and 
weight it at 9% (not 39%) and also consider proximity to Warning Areas, Military Operating 
Areas, and Air Traffic Control Assigned Airspace where tankers train everyday. This would 
be more difficult to accomplish because the data is not published in a single source, 
therefore gaining the data would require a survey of all tanker units. Nevertheless, this 
would be an even more accurate way to measure this area. 

ATTRIBUTE: Cost Factors 
LABEL: Shared Facilities 
EFFECTIVE %: 4.00 
QUESTION: Evaluate the cost savings to the Air Force of a base's shared facilities. 
SOURCE: The Installation Commander 

1. Determine who has operational funding responsibility for the following base facilities: 
A. Runway Maintenance 
B. Air Traffic Control Tower Personnel 
C. ApproachIDeparture Control Personnel 
D. Primary Airfield Management Duty 

2. Award a score as follows: 
A. If all four entities in item "1" above are funded by agencies other than the U.S. military 

(FAA, for instance), award 100 points. 
B. If all four entities are funded by the U.S. military, award 0 points. 
C. Otherwise, total points as follows: 25 for Runway, 25 for Air Traffic Control Tower, 25 for 

ApproachlDeparture Control, and 25 for Airfield Management. 

RATIONALE: WHY THIS IS IMPORTANT 

This is an area of cost savings the not considered by the Air Force, and when you look at the 
manpower and dollars involved, it is impossible to figure out why. DOD will save a lot more 
money here than in such areas as utilities and BAH cost. 



Attribute: Key Mission Infrastructure 
Label: Hangar Capability - KC-135 Aircraft 
Effective %: 4.00 
Question: Check the facilities to hangar KC-135 aircraft. 
Source: The Installation Commander 

1. Total the number of hangars suitable for KC-135 aircraft. 
2. If there are no suitable hangars available, award 0 points. 
3. If the base under consideration is a Guard or Reserve installation, or forecasted to be, score as 
follows: 

A. If the total number is 4 or more, award 90 points. 
B. If the total number is 3, award 80 points. 
C. If the total number is 2, award 60 points. 
D. If the total number is 1, award 25 points. 
E. If the aircraft can be placed completely inside at least 2 hangars and the doors closed, add 10 

points to the total score. 

4. If the base under consideration is an Active Duty installation, or forecast to be, score as follows: 
A. If the total number is 6 or more, award 90 points. 
B. If the total number is 5, award 80 points. 
C. If the total number is 1, award 10 points. 
D. If the total number is 2, 3, or 4, assign 20,30, or 40 points respectively. 
E. If the aircraft can be placed completely inside at least 3 hangars and the doors closed, add 10 

points to the total score. 

RATIONALE: WHY THIS CRITERIA IS A BETTER ALTERNATIVE 

1. There are three problems with the hangar criteria the Air Force used to assess Tanker MCI: 

A. To get maximum points, a base must have at least as many hangars as the base which has the 
most hangars. If a base is either Guard or Reserve, it is penalized on these criteria because 
the only way it could possibly compete is if it resides on a former Cold War Active-Duty 
base. Like the criteria for ramp space, and for the same reasons, Guard and Reserve bases 
should be graded differently than Active Duty installations. This is the only way that they 
get any credit for their cost savings in so many other areas. Guard and Reserve units are 
"right sized" toward the mission they perform and are more cost efficient since they do not 
have excess infrastructure to maintain. 

B. A larger problem is that in the Air Force's recommendations, any hangar with at least 6,000 
square feet is counted as a hangar for "large aircraft." The problem is that a 6.000 scluare 
foot hanger is not larae enough for a KC-135. Depending on the ceiling height, one may be 
able to put the nose of the airplane in a hangar that size. To place the entire airplane inside 
the hangar and close the doors requires a hangar well over 18,000 square feet (most KC-135 
hangars are in the 22,000 square feet range). If you leave 30 feet of airplane sticking out the 
back, you still require at least 14,000 square feet threshold. This criterion is flawed as it 
relates to the tanker mission. 



C. Finally, while not nearly as crucial, the Air Force should consider a hangar as more valuable 
if the aircraft can be placed inside and the doors closed. have arranged the new criteria to 
award credit for this. This is a very valuable capability for a lot of reasons (cold weather, 
protection from icing conditions, protection from high winds, all-weather maintenance 
operations, etc.) 

Attribute: Key Mission Infrastructure 
Label: Fuel Hydrant Systems Support Mission Growth 
Effective %: 4.05 
Question: Check the current fuel hydrant system capability. 
20% of the score is based upon the best type of fuel hydrant available. 
80% of the score is based upon the number of qualified refueling pointsloutlets. 

No changes to this category except to make its weighting 4.05% (was 4.15%). 

Attribute: Key Mission Infrastructure 
Label: Level of Mission Encroachment 
Effective %: 2.08 
Question: Characterize the level of encroachment for the area in which the installation is located. 

No changes to this category. 

Attribute: MobilityISurge 
Label: Fuel Dispensing Rate to Support Mobility and Surge 
Effective % : 3.85 
Question: Check the installation's sustained jet fuel dispensing rate capability. Sum the JP5 and 
JP8 figures for jet fuel dispensing. 

No changes to this category. 

Attribute: Growth Potential 
Label: Attainment I Emission Budget Growth Allowance 
Effective %: 1.35 
Question: Check the attainment designation classifications of the installation's NAAQS (National 
Ambient Air Quality Standard) for the following applicable criteria: Attainment, Nonattainment, 
Nonattainment (Deferred), Maintenance, and Unclassifiable. Identify the amount of the SIP 
emissions budget for non-attainment and maintenance criteria pollutants, if any, 
allocated to the installation. 



No changes to this category. 

Attribute: Growth Potential 
Label: Buildable Acres for Industrial Operations Growth 
Effective %: 1.58 
Question: Identify the number of "buildable," unconstrained, development acres available for 
industrial operations. Sum the number of suitable acres at the installation 

No changes to this category. 

Attribute: Growth Potential 
Label: Buildable Acres for Air Operations Growth 
Effective % : 1.58 
Question: Buildable acres for air operations growth. If installation has no runway or no active 
runway, or no serviceable, suitable runway then score 0 pts. Sum the number of suitable acres at 
the installation. 

No changes to this category. 

Criterion: Cost of Ops I Manpower 
Attribute: Cost Factors 
Label: Area Cost Factor 
Effective % : 1.25 
Question: Evaluate the Area Cost Factor for each installation. Find the lowest area cost factor 
listed for that installation. 

No changes to this category. 

Criterion: Cost of Ops I Manpower 
Attribute: Cost Factors 
Label: Utilities cost rating (U3C) 
Effective % : 0.13 
Question: Check the Utilities Costs and Climatic Consideration (U3C) Rating for the installation. 

No changes to this category. 



Criterion: Cost of Ops / Manpower 
Attribute: Cost Factors 
Label: BAH Rate 
Effective % : 0.88 
Question: Check the 2004 monthly BAH rate for an 0-3  with dependents. 

No changes to this category. 

Attribute: Cost Factors 
Label: GS Locality Pay Rate 
Effective %: 0.25 
Question: Check the 2004 locality pay rate for the GS pay schedule. 

No changes to this category. 

BONUS POINTS??? 

There are a couple of items of genuine military value that should be considered in a "bonus round." 
Consider the following: 

Additional Runways: Anyone who has ever flown military aircraft will recognize the value of an 
airfield having more than one runway to land on in case the primary runway crumps. We would 
suggest that after all other calculations have been made, if the base has at least one additional 
runway capable of supporting a KC-135, the base should receive 1 extra point added to its overall 
MCI. The runway would need to be at least 7,000 feet long, 147 feet wide, and have a weight 
bearing capacity for "TI'" type aircraft of at least 250,000 pounds. If this runway also has an 
approved instrument approach (ILS, LOC, VOR or TACAN), give it an additional 0.5 bonus. 

Host Unit Aircraft: Another consideration: if the base already flies, equips, maintains, and 
deploys tankers, shouldn't they get credit for this? If KC-135s are already at that base, and 
R-models in particular, this means that hangars, fuel capability, local contractors, manpower, and 
everything else needed is already there. If the unit alreadv flies KC-135s (any model), add 1 point 
to the base's overall score. If the base alreadv flies R-models, give an additional 0.5 bonus to 
recognize the cost savings associated with not having to train, equip, and convert to another model 
of the aircraft. 


